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• As the US Federal Reserve gets ready to announce its interest rate decision at 1800 GMT, markets

stay relatively quiet with investors moving to the sidelines. FOMC Chairman Jerome Powell's

press conference will be watched closely by market participants amid expectations about a

possible signal for a smaller rate increase in December. Ahead of the all-important Fed event, the

ADP's private sector employment will be featured in the US economic docket. During European

trading hours, Germany's Destatis will publish the Unemployment Rate data for October.

• On Tuesday, the data from the US showed job openings unexpectedly jumped to 10.72 million in

September from 10.28 million the previous month, outpacing the 9.75 million market consensus.

• The S&P Global's manufacturing PMI in October dropped to 50.4 from 52 in September, beating

the Street's 49.9 view.

• The upbeat US data helped the dollar find demand and the US Dollar Index (DXY), ended up

closing the day flat above 111.00. Meanwhile, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury bond yield

recovered above 4% late Tuesday before going into a consolidation phase on Wednesday.
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 The EUR/USD pair has sensed selling pressure after hitting an intraday high of 0.9900 in the

Tokyo session.

 ECB policymaker and Bundesbank President Joachim Nagel told a German newspaper that the

central bank has a long way to go before it is done with interest rate hikes and it should also

start reducing its oversized holding of government debt at the start of next year. Previously,

ECB President Christine Lagarde said on Tuesday that the possibility of a recession has

increased. The policymaker also added that they “haven't reached the destination on rates yet.”

 The bears currently aim the level of 0.9850 as an immediate target during the further losses.

However, a confluence of the downtrend line from February 10 high and the uptrend from

September 28 low around 0.9800 will be a tough nut to crack for the pair bears afterward. On

the contrary, the euro bulls could regain control if the asset rises above previous day's high,

around 0.9950. This will drive the asset towards the parity, followed by September 20 high

around 1.0050.
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 GBP/USD pares intraday gains as it slides to 1.1511 heading into Wednesday’s London open. The

British government is breaching the withdrawal agreement with the European Union by requiring

EU citizens to reapply for the right to live and work in the United Kingdom, an independent body

set up to oversee citizens’ rights told a London court on Tuesday, reported Reuters.

 On the same line, the BOE has already started its selling of gilt holdings and hence further

directives for the Quantitative Tightening (QT) will be difficult for the “Old Lady”, as the BOE is

called informally. Furthermore, former BoE deputy governor Charlie Bean said on Tuesday that

the UK should consider interest cuts on banks' BoE reserves.

 The bears could aim the broken upper line of symmetrical triangle near 1.1380 as an immediate

target during further losses. On the contrary, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.1600, which

will send the pair to September 13 high at 1.1740.
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 USD/JPY trades in negative territory near 147.50 on Wednesday despite Bank of Japan

Governor Haruhiko Kuroda's latest comments. Kuroda said that there was no need to change

the currency policy easing or to tweak the yield curve control.

 In doing so, the yen pair renews its intraday low while declining for the second consecutive day

as traders prepare for the all-important Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting.

 The sellers need to conquer the support of 147.00 to accelerate the downfall towards October 28

low around 146.00. Alternatively, a sustained move above the downward sloping resistance line

from October 24 high near 148.50 will send the asset to the resistance of 150.00.
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 XAU/USD nullifies early Asian session gains while dropping back to $1,650 heading into

Wednesday’s European session. Market participants awaited a U.S. Federal Reserve policy

statement that could provide clues on the pace of future rate hikes.

 weakened in October as widespread recession fears, high inflation and China's zero-COVID

policy hurt demand, business surveys showed on Tuesday, adding to persistent supply

disruptions and darkening recovery prospects.

 A sustained move below the $1,640 level will send the precious metal to $1,630, followed by

September 28 low around $1,615. On the other hand, recovery moves need validation from the

resistance of $1,660, a break of which could direct the asset towards $1,670.
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 US stocks fell Tuesday after job openings in September beat expectations, fueling uncertainty over

a potential slowdown in the pace of interest-rate hikes from December.

 The S&P 500 declined 0.4% to 3,856.11. Communication services led the decliners among

sectors, followed by consumer discretionary and technology. Energy saw the biggest gain,

followed by financials.

 Johnson & Johnson agreed to acquire heart-device maker Abiomed in an all-cash deal worth $16.6

billion. Abiomed shares surged 50%, the biggest gainer on the S&P 500. The worst performer on

the index was Catalent, down nearly 25%, after the company's adjusted earnings more than halved

in fiscal Q1, missing estimates.

 The sellers need to conquer the support of 3,840 to aim for October 28 low, around 3,800. On the

flip side, bulls could regain control if the index rises above 3,900. An occurrence of the same will

drive the asset towards 3,950, followed by early September swing high surrounding 4,000.
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